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CHAIRPERSON:

Good morning everybody.

Ms Ramagaga,

I see you are sitting in front of the mic, I suppose you are the
one who is going to kick off today?
MS RAMAGAGA:
5

That is correct Chair.

Mr Chairperson and

Commissioner Musi we would like to request fo r the matter to
be or the hearings to be rolled over to tomorrow, we are not in
the position to can commence with leading evidence.

The

witness Mr Odendaal is here and as a witness he does say that
he is ready to be led.
10

challenges

that

lie

Now the challenges that there ar e, are

with

the

leaders

of

the

evidence,

we

received the bundle that would be used for presentation of
evidence this morning, we have been preparing based on the
bundle which was not a final bundle that we have been having
over time, but of key importance is that the bundle that we
15

have been using for preparation was not paginated and we only
received the paginated one today.
If we are to proceed to, or we are to attempt to
proceed

to

presented
20

lead

evidence

smoothly

especially

with

today

because

regard

to

the

there

evidence
could

references

be
that

will

not

be

challenges,
should

communicated to the commissioner and the chairperson.

be
Also

the documents that we intend using are not only the bundles of,
or the bundle of Mr Odendaal, we intend also using some of the
bundles that are already in possession of the commissioners
25

and the feedback that we have received from the Commission
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administrative staff is that some documents still need to be
traced, so the challenges are a bit complex a nd as a result we
know that yesterday we said we would be ready to proceed
today.
And Mr Chair, yesterday after we adjourned we did

5

try to push, so we did not just adjourn and go home, we worked
until late but unfortunately we could not then have the bund le
that is going to be used finalised and we arrived quite early
today but it is not easy and practical to then just cross 10

reference what had been prepared from unpaginated bundles on
to the paginated bundle, thus we ask for the indulgence to be
allowed to start leading Mr Odendaal tomorrow.
CHAIRPERSON:

Ms Ramagaga, I think if at all you are

going to use the volumes of witnesses who have already
15

testified I’ll be happy if I can be told in advance which volumes
are those because all my volumes are at hom e, so that I can be
in a position to bring them tomorrow and we don’t seem to be
having a problem with adjourning until tomorrow.
MS RAMAGAGA:

20

Thank you Chair, we will give the …

We

will finalise the list that we have given to the administrative
staff as to what volumes we will require to be brought because
all what we did was just to mention the names of witnesses that
have testified without being specific about the required pages.
Thank you.

25

CHAIRPERSON:
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ADV SOLOMON:

Morning Chair, Commissioner Musi, we’ve

no objection, we understand the challenges that the Evidence
Leader Me Ramagaga faces, so we don’t mind standing until
tomorrow
5

if

it

will

facilitate

the

orderly

leading

Chair,

good

of

Mr

Odendaal’s evidence. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON:

Advocate Cane.

ADV CANE:

Good

morning

morning

Commissioner Musi, we have as the Department of Defence not
been involved in this process in any way and so are unable to
10

comment in any way on whether this adjournment is actually
justified and the challenges that I must accept my learned
colleagues’ word for that, we would obviously express our
disappointment at the waste of time but I’m unable to comment
further than I have. Thank you Chair.

15

CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, we’ll adjourn unt il tomorrow

morning.

(COMMISSION ADJOURNS)
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